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ISSUES RAISED IN JADIDS’ STORIES

ABSTRACT
This poster aims to study storytelling techniques used by Jadids n their literary
works in the 19th and 20th century, as well as review topics raised in their
novels and the inspiration they afford for contemporary Uzbek writers.

Corruption and abuse of power
“In the outside world, that is the outside his home, his
sole, ever-present task was to answer “yes-yes” to those
who were more powerful than he and shake his head
“no-no” to those less powerful.”

“After your husband became an official, he went bad.
His office ran him ragged. He abandoned his village
and moved here. He bought this enormous property,
built these big houses.”

“When brutality arrives, wisdom flees.”
Abdulla Kadiri (411/2018)
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Cho’lpon (80/2019)

Cho’lpon (51/2019)
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INTRODUCTION

Need to ensure women’s rights

In the 19th and 20th century, Uzbekistan, comprised of three khanates, endured
a political fight with the Russian Empire and later the Soviet Union against the
latter’s intention to colonize Uzbekistan. Jadidism (Jadid means “new” in Arabic)
emerged as an independent movement amid the two opposing parties.
Jadids advocated for a sovereign Uzbekistan and called for inter-governmental
reform. They encrypted reformist messages in their novels, newspaper articles
and stage plays. To communicate their messages, Jadids used the technique of
storytelling and reflected the lives of ordinary people. Uzbekistani researcher
Naim Karimov (2010) said that “Jadid’s way of writing resonated with ordinary
people, as the language used was close to people.”
Storytelling widely used by Jadids was not only effective in advocating reformist
views, but also inspired modern Uzbek writers, ultimately contributing to the
shape of contemporary Uzbek prose.

WHO WERE THE JADIDS

“My thoughts lead me to believe that there is nothing in the world more disastrous than marriage,” said
Rahmat, turning to Otabek. “After marriage, if your wife’s character is suitable, all is well. Otherwise, it is
the most painful ordeal anyone can undergo in this world.”
Otabek seemed to warm to Rahmat’s view. “No doubt your words carry some truth,” he said, “but we
must add that although the woman must be suitable for the man, the man must also be suitable to for?
the woman.”
“As far as I am concerned, from a man’s perspective, I don’t think we need to take into account whether
a man suits a woman’s tastes,” said Hamid abruptly. “For a woman, just having a husband is in itself sufficient...”

“Does your Fazilat mean anything to me? Another few
years and she will be pouring water on someone else’s
hands. Is daughter really a child?”
Cho’lpon (51/2019)
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Abdulla Kadiri (52/2018)
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Need for enlightenment views
“We are the colony, but the reason
we are is in our disputes”
Bekhbudi (1917)
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“You are always lecturing me about shame, but you
do not understand the meaning of the world.”
Abdulla Kadiri, (262/2018)
Kun-Uz.com, Unnkown. 2020. http://kun-uz.com/la/ABDULLAKODIRIJNavisanda_la/

“Reform begins with a rapid start in cultivating sciences of the
present age and depends upon the reform of our schools and
our methods of teaching. Our present schools take four or five
years only to teach reading and writing, and our colleges take
fifteen to twenty years merely to study introductions to
canonical texts.”
Munavvar Qori (1906)
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Need for reform of orthodox Muslim views
“If you refer to the Noble Quran, you see that aside from two or three commands,
in all matters the declarations to men and women are the same…In light of the
fact that every single person carries out religious and worldly duties, women are
also required to learn knowledge.”

“Does Shariat say that one who has
one hundred wives can take away
someone’s bride?”

“Islam is in your heart, not
in your dress.”
Cho’lpon (203/2019)

Abdulla Kadiri (191/1929)
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In the history of modern Uzbekistan, Jadids were known as reformists and
advocates for the country’s independence from the Russian empire and the Soviet
Union. Adeeb Khalid (1999) claimed that “the most common term used to describe
them as a group, both by themselves and by others was taraqqiparvar [or]
proponents of progress” (p. 108).

Abdurauf Fitrat (Khalid, 1999)
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FINDINGS
Most Jadids were executed for their views
but inspired a new generation of writers
o Eminent Uzbek writer Aybek was a mentee of Cho’lpon.
o Uzbek writer Abdulla Qahhar in his childhood once studied
at a Jadid school.
o Uzbek writer Gafur Gulyam was a student of Azerbaijani
Jadid from Uzbekistan, Said Rza Alizade.
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o “Navoi” by Aybek, “Skazka o Bilom” by Qahhar, and
“Svet Ne Bez Teni” by Utkir Khoshimov incorporate
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o Uzbek poet and writer Shukurullo (1995) was influenced by
Jadid’s literary works and after rehabilitation extensively wrote
on the need for enlightenment.
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Jadids are now honored as
national heroes Uzbekistan
o Establishment of Museum of Political Repressions in
Tashkent. One of its kind in Central Asia.
o Constant references in speeches of the President of
Uzbekistan and the call to follow their example.
o Adeeb Khalid (2016) stated that current Uzbek
historiography sees the Jadids as national heroes, as fighters
for independence, as some of the greatest sons of the Uzbek
people.
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